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SUBJECT Caldera Creative Contract for Web Design and Development 

ITEM TYPE ☐ Public Hearing ☐ Work Session ☒ Action Item 

PRESENTER Jeremy Besbris, City Administrator  

  
APPLICABLE VICTOR VALUES 
☐Culturally Historic  ☐ Sustainable  ☐ Connected to Nature 
☐ Small Town Feel  ☐ Family Friendly ☒ Administrative Need 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PURPOSE & PROCESS 
The purpose of this item is to approve a contract for web design and development services with Caldera 
Creative.  
 
BACKGROUND/ALTERNATIVES 
A well-designed website that offers residents frictionless access to city services and optimizes digital 
workflows for city staff is necessary. To that end, the expected life span of any given website design is 
roughly five years. This is not so much because styles change but rather because the underlying 
functionality of any website approaches obsolescence approximately five years after launch.  
 
Revize, a national design firm, designed and operates the City’s current website. The current site uses 
proprietary coding, meaning it is only operable if the city contracts with Revize. The longer the City stays 
with Revize and the more the City invests in improving its current website, the harder it becomes for the 
City to select a different web designer.   In effect, the City’s ability to negotiate competitive pricing for 
premium features with Revize declines over time. Consequently, the expiration of the City’s 5-year 
contract with Revize is a prime opportunity to migrate to a website design with open-source software 
that any person with graphic design skills can update. Furthermore, because Caldera is a local firm, the 
City will benefit from working one-on-one with Caldera’s design team over several months instead of a 
few days, as was the case with Revize, to build a custom website optimized for Victor.   
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Caldera Creative Communications Portfolio and Website Design and Development Contract 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
Council earmarked $35,000 in FY23 to design and launch a new website 
 
STAFF IMPACT 
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Moderate. Project phases one and two will require staff to work from time to time with Caldera to help 
Caldera understand the workflows of each department and the various ways the public and staff 
interface with the existing website. Staff will also need to furnish documents and other material for the 
new site’s content. However, once the website is launched, staff should realize improved efficiencies 
 
LEGAL REVIEW 
N/A 
 
RECOMMENDATION  
Staff recommends Council approve the contract for web design and development services with Caldera 
Creative.  
 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION  
I move to approve the contract for web design and development services with Caldera Creative.  
 
[Roll Call Vote] 
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Proposal valid to:
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City of Victor, Idaho
138 North Main Street, Suite 201
Victor, ID 83455
VictorIdaho.gov
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Caldera 
creativeProject Description

The complexity of running a municipal government has unique challenges.  We have built an innovative and 
integrated solution to enable the City of Victor to offer residents frictionless, one-stop digital access to local 
government services and communications.  We are driven to support our clients’ commitment to leveraging 
technology to foster transparency, accessibility, and access that empowers resident trust and satisfaction.  

The City of Victor identified these challenges: 
• Your constituency has high expectations to receive information quickly and across multiple platforms.
• Digital workflows for forms and payments are now commonplace and expected. 
• Your staff is managing a high volume of work. Time dedicated to communications needs to be as 

efficient as possible, and your current content management system is limited.
• Relying on an agency to make even small changes to your website is frustrating. It slows down your 

ability to communicate when the expected speed of communication is at an all-time high.
• Transparency is key. Access to public documents and meetings is imperative, but currently confusing.
• Engaging with your community audience may seem daunting and needs to be added to your 

communication plan with strategy and consistent tactics.
• Showcasing the City of Victor’s qualities and attributes is difficult due to a lack of consistent branding: 

images, fonts, colors, icons, etc. on the current website, printed media, and social channels.

How to meet these challenges?

Familiar with the pain points of municipalities, specifically in mountain town communities, Caldera Creative 
has experience addressing your specific issues.  We start with a strategic approach that first identifies key 
components to amplify or add to your communication plan, such as branding elements, integrations, and 
workflow optimization. Secondly, we build out the tactical plan to achieve your solutions:  

• Fillable and payable forms to meet the demands of a 24/7 world. This equates to less staff time 
managing forms and increased revenue from easy user functionality.

• Searchability of the website and all public documents for transparency requirements. 
• An online repository with a structured organization for the thousands of public documents. 
• Hosting online agendas and meetings with live zoom feed & post-meeting video replay. 
• Improved staff efficiency with a very user-friendly content management system (CMS).
• A place to showcase all the beauty and hard work of the city and community.

A municipal website is a perfect place to illustrate the values and characteristics of the city. We focus our design 
efforts on showcasing the vision, positive attributes, and economic opportunities of your community. We 
understand the intricacies of tax-payer funded sites, and our expert UI/UX design ensures staff and the public’s 
use of the site is pleasant and efficient.
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Caldera 
creativeCaldera Creative specializes in strategically organizing your content, adding integrations to improve engagement 

with your audience, and designing a captivating visual experience all while strictly adhering to industry best 
practices and accessibility standards. 

We integrate our websites with a fully-customized and highly functional content management system for  
non-technical editors to manage all aspects of the website’s content. Our sites are deployed to an industry-
leading, highly secure, serverless environment where your site’s pages load instantaneously for the user. Our 
technical expertise and experience produces quality and efficiency to drive your communications for years to 
come.

The following pages are the detailed technical specifications of our approach and the formal contract.  

Integrations & Forms Review

• Form Review to ensure that forms are up-to-date and ready to digitize. 
• Integrations with iWorq, Mailchimp, Stripe payments, Munidocs, etc. are initialized so all key content is ready when 

site development is complete. 

STEP 2

Strategy & Tactics

• Round out a Complete Branding Portfolio: keep seal logo, but add new fonts, colors, iconography, and image 
collection to use across all media channels (this is essential to any communications plan).

• Strategic Analysis and Organization of Goals, Content, Integrations, and Workflows.

• Behavior Flows, and Sitemap organization for website production.

STEP 1

Build New Website & Go Live

• Website Design with all the functionality outlined in this document.

• Full Development and sychronization of integrations.
• Launch new site and promote to community on all media channels.
• Train Staff on Content Management System and new communication workflows with features such as newsfeed, 

social media, and document repository
• Maintain Website Code, Hosting, and Staff Support through the Hosting & Maintenance Contract. 

STEP 3

MUNICIPAL BRAND STRATEGY, INTEGRATION OPTIMIZATION,  
WEBSITE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT: 

$35,000 total

All terms and conditions are on page five. 
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Caldera 
creativeProject Goals & Scope of Work

Strategy and Branding                                                                                                                                                    

Website Specific Functionality

• Municipal Brand Strategy to speak to your audience and attract employees. 

• Refresh of Branding Elements across all media channels: keep seal logo, but add new fonts, colors,  

        iconography, and image collection.

• Curate a collection of visually stunning images across site and clear organization of content with  

        strong Call-to-Actions to the city’s top user goals.

• Strategic Analysis and Organization of Goals, Content, Integrations, and Workflows.

• Build a Website System that integrates all communication channels and workflows.

• Design resident-focused UX/UI with menu optimization and clarity of top action items.

• Content Management System: Prismic or similar headless CMS.

• Basic search engine optimization following best practices for semantic and accessible web pages.

• Style of the site is baked-in, and layouts are unbreakable by editing the CMS.

• In-depth evaluation of site navigation flow with mobile-first navigation strategy.

• Employee Intranet: our research indicates that Microsoft Sharepoint’s built-in employee intranet is the 

  most secure option for hosting sensitive employee information. We can consult on the implementation  

       of your branding into this option.

• Convert PDF forms to online forms with an end-to-end solution: This scope includes up to 25 fillable forms  

        with the option of online payment using Stripe payment processor.

• Form generation data output is optimized for viewing in outlook and saving to a server.

• Calendar, Mailchimp, social media, Code Red, Express Bill Pay, and iWorQ integrations.

• Securely hosted in a serverless hosting environment with SSL and CMS decoupled from the frontend  

       (safer and faster website).

• Mailchimp (or similar) newsletter signup integration.

• Conform to WAI web accessibility guidelines (important for legal implications, especially for government  

       organizations).

• Google Analytics integration.

• Audio/Video streaming integration.

• Google Translate, search bar with Algolia, and Userway Accessibility tool.

• Public-facing document repository integration with Munidocs.

• Migration of 25 news posts from old site into new site for article retension.

• 301 redirects for key urls from old site (up to 15 urls included).
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Caldera 
creativeWe understand that a city government needs to budget time for a project of this size and we want your most 

precious resources, time and energy, to be well spent. We will determine a detailed timeline once the project 
begins, but these are our best estimates for how much time each stage will need.  The goal for completion 
of all elements is approximately six weeks after the Developement Phase starts and is subject to city staff’s 
availability.  A detailed timeline will be issued once payment is received.

PHASES OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB

• Strategy & Design 4-8 weeks

• Web Design &  
Development 4-7 weeks

• Website Support Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing

Project Timeline

Terms and Conditions
It is always best to be on the same page for the duration of the project.  Clear expectations and deliverables 
are essential for both parties to succeed.  We look forward to working with you!

Website Hosting & Maintenance

Client Responsibilities

Hosting and maintenance is a separate annual agreement, and the amount is due by the date that the new website goes 
live. Depending on final integrations, the hosting rate is approximately $1500 annually and includes maintenance of 
code integrity, platform upgrades, and 30 minutes of site edits per month. Once final integrations are determined, the 
hosting price will be set and agreed upon with the client before launching of the new site.

Any additional development edits or additions needed are billed at an hourly rate of $95/hour or by project if larger. The 
typical turnaround time is two business days. 

We offer content support if your team needs additional help to post content or news feed stories, etc. This type of support 
is billed at $75/hr, or monthly contracts are available upon request. 

Payment & Pricing

Pricing in this proposal is valid for 3 months from 
date of issue. Caldera will invoice for this project in 2 
payments or if another payment plan is requested and 
agreed to.  Acceptance of quote and payment of first 
invoice will bind this proposal as written or ammended 
in writing into contractual terms.  

Payment  of a 50% deposit is required to begin work 
($17,500.00). Remaining 50% to be billed when 
the site is deployed to production ($17,500.00). Full 

payment is due before site goes live. 

For the solution we have prepared for your project, we 
have assumed that:

• You will provide one main point of contact through 
which all feedback and communication will flow

• Your team will be responsive and cooperative 
throughout the project

• You will provide all branding material, guidelines, 
and media to be used throughout the website 
either by purchasing stock images, or contracting 
new media capture if necessary.
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This Web Development Agreement (this “Agreement”) is made effective as of September 28, 2022, by and between City 
of Victor (the “Client”), of 138 North Main Street, Suite 201, Victor, Idaho 83455, and Caldera Creative (the “Web Devel-
oper”), of 1300 Arrowhead Plaza Way, Driggs, Idaho 83422.

WHEREAS, Caldera Creative possesses technical expertise in the field of computer programming and, in particular, 
the creation and development of website technology; and

WHEREAS, City of Victor desires to engage Caldera Creative, and Caldera Creative accepts the engagement, to 
design a World Wide Web site (the “Web Design Project”) in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in 
this Agreement.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth herein, City of Victor and 
Caldera Creative agree as follows:

RETENTION OF DEVELOPER. City of Victor hereby retains the services of Caldera Creative for the Web Design Project to be 
published on City of Victor’s account on an Internet Service Provider (ISP)/Web Presence Provider (WPP) computer (Host-
ing Service), or provided on disk at City of Victor’s option.

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES. Beginning on September 28, 2022, Caldera Creative will provide the following services 
connected with the development of the Website (collectively, the “Services”):

All branding and website design and development details as outlined on page 4 of this agreement.

PAYMENT FOR SERVICES. In consideration of the services to be performed by Caldera Creative, City of Victor agrees to 
compensate Caldera Creative for the services rendered as follows:

Caldera Creative’s fees for the services specified in Description of Services, above, will be charged at a rate of $35,000.00 
total.  Of which $17,500 is due upon start of contract, and remaining $17,500 payable on Caldera Creative’s completion 
of the services specified in Description of Services.

Any additional services not specified in Description of Services, above, will be charged to City of Victor on an hourly rate 
basis at Caldera Creative’s standard rate of $95.00 per hour or at a price per a new Change Order Agreement.

City of Victor will be required to pay Caldera Creative within 30 days of receiving the bill.

City of Victor will pay Caldera Creative’s costs and expenses monthly.

WEB HOSTING. City of Victor understands and agrees that any web hosting services require a separate contract with a 
web hosting service. City of Victor agrees to enter a hosting agreement with Caldera Creative, or select a web hosting 
service which allows Caldera Creative full access to the website.

TERM/TERMINATION. This Agreement shall terminate according to the following arrangement:
Upon the developed website going live on https://victoridaho.gov or in writing if either party wishes to discontinue this 
contract. If the contract is terminated early, the final payment amount will be determined based on milestones completed 
in the project. No payments will be refunded if the client wishes to terminate mid-project.

RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES. It is understood by the parties that Caldera Creative is an independent contractor with re-
spect to City of Victor, and not an employee of City of Victor. City of Victor will not provide fringe benefits, including health 
insurance benefits, paid vacation, or any other employee benefit, for the benefit of Caldera Creative.

WORK PRODUCT OWNERSHIP. Any copyrightable works, ideas, discoveries, inventions, patents, products, or other infor-
mation (collectively, the “Work Product”) developed in whole or in part by Caldera Creative in connection with the Services 
shall be the exclusive property of City of Victor. Upon request, Caldera Creative shall sign all documents necessary to 
confirm or perfect the exclusive ownership of City of Victor to the Work Product.
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LAWS AFFECTING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE. City of Victor agrees that City of Victor is solely responsible for complying with 
laws, taxes, and tariffs that governments enact and fix from time to time in connection with Internet electronic commerce, 
and shall indemnify, hold harmless, protect, and defend Caldera Creative and its subcontractors from any cost, claim, suit, 
penalty, or tariff, including attorneys’ fees, costs, and expenses, arising from City of Victor’s exercise of Internet electronic 
commerce.

CONFIDENTIALITY. Caldera Creative will not at any time or in any manner, either directly or indirectly, use for the personal 
benefit of Caldera Creative, or divulge, disclose, or communicate in any manner any information that is proprietary to City 
of Victor. Caldera Creative will protect such information and treat it as strictly confidential. This provision shall continue to be 
effective after the termination of this Agreement. Upon termination of this Agreement, Caldera Creative will return to City of 
Victor all records, notes, documentation and other items that were used, created, or controlled by Caldera Creative during 
the term of this Agreement.

EMPLOYEES. Caldera Creative’s employees, if any, who perform services for City of Victor under this Agreement shall also be 
bound by the provisions of this Agreement. At the request of City of Victor, Caldera Creative shall provide adequate evidence 
that such persons are Caldera Creative’s employees.

ASSIGNMENT. Caldera Creative’s obligations under this Agreement may not be assigned or transferred to any other person, 
firm, or corporation without the prior written consent of City of Victor.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties, and there are no other promises or condi-
tions in any other agreement whether oral or written.

SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the remaining 
provisions shall continue to be valid and enforceable. If a court finds that any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unen-
forceable, but that by limiting such provision it would become valid and enforceable, then such provision shall be deemed to 
be written, construed, and enforced as so limited.

AMENDMENT. No amendment, waiver, or discharge of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective against City of 
Victor or Caldera Creative without the written consent of both City of Victor and Caldera Creative.

NOTICES. Any notice required to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and mailed by certified or registered 
mail, to the addresses mentioned above.

APPLICABLE LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.

SIGNATURES. This Agreement shall be signed by Will Frolich, Mayor on behalf of City of Victor and by Lane G. Valiante, Own-
er on behalf of Caldera Creative. This Agreement is effective as of the date first above written.

CLIENT:
City of Victor

By:     Date:
Will Frolich, Mayor

WEB DEVELOPER:
Caldera Creative

By:      Date:
Lane G. Valiante
Owner

Terms continued

  9/21/20
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We look forward to building your vision for a bold and 
fresh municipal website.  At the end of this project, the 
City of Victor will be able to showcase the amazing 
qualites of the city and mountain lifestyle.  Streamlining 
the resident’s digital experience, gaining transparency 
and accessibility to the large amount of public facing 
data, and building efficiency in services will all be possible 
with this new website. Your cohesive brand assets will 
show professional communication efforts across all your 
channels to your constituency! Let’s make it happen!

We are a small team at Caldera Creative, but we take a 
lot of pride in our work and we specialize in taking the 
extra time to strategically build your brand positioning, 
organize your content, add integrations to improve 
engagement with your audience, get into the weeds to 
optimize your workflow, and design a captivating visual 
experience- all while strictly adhering to industry and 
accessibility standards. 

We’re building on cutting edge web development models 
yet non-technical editors can manage all aspects of the 
website’s content. Our sites are deployed to a highly 
secure, serverless environment where your site’s pages 
load instantaneously for the user. High design + fast 
speed = happy users = quality experiences for all!

Thank you for your time!

The following pages are the detailed technical specifications of our approach, portfolio examples, and our 
team.  Don’t hesitate to contact us with questions– We love geeking out on this stuff! 
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Working With Caldera Creative

We are pushing the boundaries of design and strategy to 
deliver unique, robust branding and web solutions for our 
clients. 

We’re different from other boutique agencies in our approach 
to your business goals - we don’t just provide the public-
facing component of your business -  but rather a complete 
digital solution that integrates into your internal workflows. 

We’re parents, community-minded, Apple loving, creative 
nerds with a high capacity for detail and complex solutions 
and we’re passionate about our outcomes.  

Our office is located in Driggs, Idaho with a great view of 
the Grand Teton for when we are not staring into the glow of 
computers making things whirl and sizzle.

What We Do
We dig deep to unearth what motivates your clients so you can speak their language. Using strategy and data, we drive 

your brand and marketing efforts according to real human desires to build a custom digital solution unique to your com-

munication needs.  

From basic design to full strategic plans across multiple media channels, we work hard so you can market to your clients 

effectively and your staff can manage the process efficiently. Using the latest web development technology, solid design 

practices, well choreographed user experiences, and integrations, we make your website the hardest working tool.

BRANDING

SYSTEM  OPTIMIZATION

WEB DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING

CREATIVE DESIGN

STRATEGY
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Our Team

Lane holds a Bachelor of Science degree majoring in both Fine Arts and Psychobiology from Centre 
College in Danville, Kentucky (2005). With 17+ years of experience in fine arts, graphic design, stra-
tegic communications, and marketing for clients in healthcare, local governments, nonprofits, and 
outdoor recreation, she has a passion for great design and user experiences. 
  
Marketing and web design involve so much more than organizing words and pictures. Lane puts the 
strategy and brand positioning work first to ensure that the goals of any site are well thought out 
from the very beginning. Putting the user’s mindset into all aspects of the design is the most challeng-
ing and rewarding part and she employs UI/UX (user interface/user experience) best practices to 
design intuitive, accessible, visually appealing websites. We take pride in delivering an extraordinary 
customer experience and product every time.

FLOWERS • PLEIN AIR PAINTING • MOM OF 2 • PHOTOGRAPHY  • HORSES

Lane Valiante
Co-Founder, Project Management, UI/UX Designer

Experience
17 years

Jansen holds a Bachelor of Science degree in visual communication from Southern Utah University in 
Cedar City, Utah (2000).  Always interested in computers, he began his career as a graphic designer 
at Southern Utah University’s student newspaper. Shortly after earning his degree, he worked as an 
art director for a printing company in Salt Lake City and then as a web designer in Jackson, Wyo-
ming. 

Jansen founded Inlight Media, LLC in Salt Lake City, Utah in 2001 - a digital media studio that spe-
cialized in unique and innovative web experiences and custom web application programming. Work-
ing with clients throughout a broad range of industries – from small, non-profit organizations and 
neuroscience startups, to the corporate world of healthcare and telecommunications - has allowed 
us to become communication specialists in many of our clients’ fields in order to design and develop 
compelling web experiences for users.

ROAD BIKING •  GRAVEL BIKING  •  MOUNTAIN BIKING  • DAD OF 2 • CLIMBING

Jansen Gunderson
Co-Founder, Lead Developer

Experience
22 years

Small but mighty.  We take pride in every project and make sure our clients get the attention they deserve. 
We don’t put our time into anything we don’t also feel passionate about.
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Creative Approach

Creativity can determine how you stand out in the crowd. We design with quaility, balance, 
professionalism, unique style, and strength. 

A rapidly changing communication landscape has highlighted the need for businesses and organizations to build 
their websites with meaningful and efficient interactions with customers and managing staff. The last two years have 
accelerated user expectations and skills at accomplishing most of their goals in the online environment. 

New technologies provide more efficient and higher quality user interactions. Short attention spans for most website 
visitors now demand intuitive, visually appealing, interactive, mobile-friendly sites to meet their expectations. 
Our approach to user experience vastly improves how all people, no matter their abilities, can interact with a site.  

We propose a photo-rich design with intuitive icons and Call-to-Actions (CTAs) to drive the main functions of the site. 
With clean, easily navigable page designs, website users should easily identify a path to meet their goals. Branding is 
essential, and a well-balanced and limited palette of fonts, colors, icons, styles, buttons, and page templates will not only 
improve the user’s experience and recognition of the brand but will also ensure that the website retains consistency and 
cohesiveness over time. 
 
Our philosophy is to strategically plan a sitemap (the navigation map of pages and content flow of a site) with as few 
pages as possible to meet the goals of a client. This does two things: 1. Fewer pages mean the user can find what they are 
looking for more easily and 2. fewer pages ensure that updating content or features requires less maintenance time and 
expense. As imperative as it is to get users to the correct page, it is also important to show obvious navigation to back out 
of pages and return to the main page hierarchy via breadcrumbs or other means. We put extensive time and effort into 
designing a site that will engage your audience while providing your staff with easy and efficient tools to make site edits. 
Our customized CMS options ensure that staff can easily add and format content seamlessly. Plus, if new goals arise, our 
platform allows new features to be easily integrated.
 
As new APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) are available, our designs can accommodate new technologies. 
Standard considerations in our designs are language translation, accessibility, mobile response of every element, and 
designing to meet all system/browser requirements such as “Dark Mode” which is a newer feature that allows users to opt 
into a dark theme or inverse of white and dark in their browser. We use integrations like Google Translate and Userway 
(seen on DriggIdaho.com) to ensure that all users have accessibility and are best practice for governments to be legally 
compliant.)  All features are designed to function properly with visual integrity on desktop, mobile, and tablet platforms.
 
Good web design is forward-thinking and sets a client up with a site that looks great but also works with the most 
advanced technology available to ensure that the site will remain viable for as long as possible. We offer and encourage 
a new combination of digital technology that will ensure flexibility to grow with the times and communicate through a 
captivating and highly functional website.
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Technical Approach

No one works on a DOS computer anymore– Why? Because old technology is clunky and slow!  
Caldera is developing sites on cutting edge technology.  This is the wave of the future. 

WordPress and other proprietary Content Managment Systems (CMS) (ex: EvoGov, Wix, Weebly, Squarspace, etc) 
currently represent a large percentage of websites today. While these platforms have allowed many organizations to 
achieve professional-looking and effective web presences, it has numerous disadvantages when it comes to operating 
a website in 2022 and beyond. Unless a client has a specific need for WordPress, we highly encourage publishing on the 
non-proprietary JAMstack. The JAMstack is a generic term for Javascript, APIs, and Markup. Using these technologies, we 
decouple the CMS from the website frontend. The CMS is contained in a “headless” CMS environment and we serve up 
the public-facing website on a serverless platform such as Netlify or AWS. The four principle advantages to this architec-
ture over proprietary platforms are:
 

Speed
JAMstack sites load fast. Also, we implement routing libraries that make internal links appear instantaneously. It’s an 
incredibly satisfying user experience and a very desirable one at a time when speed is so prized by search engines. JAM-
stack sites are so fast because of the way pages are built and deployed. Pages aren’t generated via requests to a server 
(like WordPress), but are pre-built and served over a Content Delivery Network (CDN.) Traditional server-built sites can 
utilize CDNs too, but to store cached static content, like images and stylesheets. It’s much faster when the entire site can 
be served via CDN.
 
Cost
Hosting on these platforms is much less expensive than on a traditional server. Scaling is much easier too. With a tradi-
tional site, spikes in traffic can be problematic because they can slow down the server, or even cause it to crash. Utilizing a 
CDN as we do, it’s easy to scale up to meet user demand. We deploy the site to Netlify or Amazon Web Services Amplify. 
These services provide global Content Delivery Networks and industry-leading speed and stability.
 
Security
JAMstack sites are far less prone to attacks. You don’t have to worry about server or database vulnerabilities or users with 
weak passwords. WordPress sites require frequent updates to stay ahead of security vulnerabilities. Without attention to 
this, a WordPress site is open to malicious attacks. 

Content Management
We develop the site with Gatsby.js (a React-based static site generator) with Prismic CMS providing content managers 
with the familiar WYSIWYG tools for publishing content to the site. Since we create the content model for each site com-
ponent, content managers never have to worry about breaking layouts, and all of your content is presented in a consis-
tent manner. Basically, we make updating your site as easy as humanly possible in a simple, user-friendly way. We would 
be happy to provide a demo on how to work with Prismic.

During the past 5 years, we’ve found the following solutions to yield a far superior solution than that of WordPress. This is 
proven technology and the future of the web. We have built numerous client sites with this architecture and it continues to 
gain popularity in the web development industry. 
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Stage 1 : Preliminary Research & Discovery

• Gather final specifications & project goals
• In-depth research of the field, market pool, and target 

populations
• Build a strategy to best accomplish your goals within budget 

and timeframe
• Fine-tuning the technological route for the design and 

development of the website
• Team lead: Lane Valiante

Stage 2 : Strategic Planning 

Stage 3 : Web & Graphic Design Work

Stage 4 : Content Organizing, Creation &   
      Optimization

Stage 5 : Front-End Programming

Stage 6 : Backend Programming And  
            Content Management Integration

• Organize existing content into new sitemap
• Craft additional branding language in any areas necessary 

for the project
• Optimize messaging for the target audience
• Track & Audit behavior flows with site content
• Consult with client team to ensure all goals are met
• Team Lead: Lane Valiante

• Conception of brand position & Audience Identification
• Map main goals and user pathways of the website
• Map page flow, features & technology
• Optimization of the navigation according to goals
• Team lead: Lane Valiante

• User-facing coding (HTML, CSS, React, JavaScript) from the 
design specifications with a mobile-first design philosophy.

• Transfer of any existing content to the new website 
• Implementation of forms, calendar, contact form
• Integration with an email marketing platform
• Advanced programming and integration of the latest front-

end web technologies for enhanced user experience and 
usability, e.g., Google Maps integrations

• Team lead: Jansen Gunderson

• Brand Portfolio creation or expansion of all necessary 
elements such as logo, fonts, colors, iconography, 
graphics, infographics, videos, image selection, etc.

• Conception and creating of the graphic theme of the 
website

• Design of high fidelity wireframes representing layouts 
and structures

• Conception & creation of graphic elements, styles, 
behaviors, etc.

• Team lead: Lane Valiante

• Configuration of the site content model
• Backend programming work to implement the 

Content Management System into the front end of 
the website

• Configuration of Continuous Integration/Continuous 
Development system

• Configuration of serverless hosting environment, 
CDN, and DNS

• Team lead: Jansen Gunderson

Strategy,  Branding , & Design                                                                                                                                                 

Development
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Stage 7: Seo, Statistics & Reporting

Code Testing

Site Speed

Accessibility

User Testing

Platform Testing

• Ensure proper SEO techniques
• Configuration and integration of Google Analytics to track 

traffic on the site with the ability to generate detailed re-
ports and statistics

• Sitemap submission into Google Search Console
• Consultation on best practices for Google Business listing
• Evaluation of SEO optimizations with Lighthouse testing for:

•  Site Performance
•  Accessibility
•  Best Practices
•  SEO

• Team lead: Jansen Gunderson

React components are routinely tested before all code commits. 

Transactional functions (forms, payments - if applicable) are 

thoroughly tested with test API keys prior to committing code. 

Internal site links and navigation are thoroughly tested to ensure 

all routing is correct.

Each section of the site is evaluated with Google Lighthouse. 

Lighthouse uses the PageSpeed Insights API to generate a 

Lighthouse report that scores a site based on performance, 

accessibility, best practices, and SEO.

Along with the Lighthouse report, we also use the Wave tool to 

evaluate web accessibility to adhere to W3C/WAI Accessibility 

Comprehensive UI/UX testing is completed throughout each 

stage of the design and development process to ensure that each 

component of the site offers the best user experience possible 

and that the components all behave in a consistent manner.

We will test the site in the most common browsers (Safri, Chrome, 

Firefox, Edge, etc.) on both mobile and desktop platforms. 

Graceful degradation will be provided to older and outdated 

technologies.

Stage 8 : Quality Assurance And Launch 

Stage 9 : Social Media, Blog & Marketing  
      Support Services

• Extensive testing to ensure the application is bug-free and 
full compatible

• Fine-tuning the final details of the application design and 
features

• Assure WC3 standards and WAI accessibility guidelines
• Final configuration of DNS
• Migration to production server and launch!
• Training staff on content management
• Team lead: Jansen Gunderson

• Create a content calendar so aid your delivery of 
news, events, & specials across all media channels.

• Posting support
• Graphic Design of any elements needed adhering 

strictly to brand standards.
• Team Lead: Lane Valiante

Standards and make adjustments to be sure that the site is 

accessible to those with disabilities. We often recommend the 

UserWay accessibility widget be installed on the site to provide an 

even better experience for all users.

LIVE SITE & Ongoing Support

Quality Assurance on Web Development
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Portfolio:  Brand Strategy       Full Digital Solution

https://driggsidaho.org

The City of Driggs Project is a perfect example of our quality and skill.  Caldera Creative strategically rebranded, 
designed, and built a beautiful new website for the City of Driggs, Idaho. Communication channels were stagnant 
and audience engagement was a top priority.  We brought stakeholders together to hone in on key brand elements.  
The Explorer Personna shone through the brightest and we designed a new logo and assets for use across all media 
channels that captured the essence of Driggs Now and in the Future.

A key problem for the City was that the previous website had a dated design, was not optimized for mobile devices, 
and was increasingly difficult for city staff to manage with its limited, proprietary Content Management System. The 
new site tells a visually compelling story of the City’s lifestyle and values as well as reaching top user goals in as few 
clicks as possible. We converted 20+ printed PDF forms to digital forms to improve utilization of services, streamline 
payments, and improve staff workflows. 

Now with a strong Communication Plan in place, all efforts are cohesive and aligned.  Ongoing Communication 
Support allows City of Driggs Staff to focus on their work and know that quality communications are going out to the 
community.  Mailchimp e-newsletters, Facebook posting and audience engagement, webpage edits, copy writing, 
press releases, blog posts, and emergency communications are continual services. 

https://driggsidaho.org
https://www.facebook.com/DriggsIdaho
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=a7b3a4f7e1408df5e21094d10&id=2cd7498c58
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Teton Valley Advocates for Responsible Development •  Driggs Idaho • nonprofit
https://tetonvalleyadvocates.org

Challenge Solution

An old and sprawling Wordpress website had staff 
frustrated. The content on the old site was spread all 
over and did not clearly convey what work this nonprofit 
did.  With a poor ability to speak to their audience nor 
clear call to actions for what their audience should do, 
they did not have the engagement desired from website 
users.  Security had also become a burden on the 
Wordpress platform with numberous hacker attempts. 

Caldera Creative worked hard to distill the organization’s 
work categories to reorganize the site content into an 
easy to digest flow of quality content.  We migrated 
hundreds of previous blog posts to ensure data was not 
lost, and designed a photo-rich site to showcase VARD’s 
quality of work.  Social media, donor managment 
software, interactive google map, and payment 
integrations drive site engagment and function.

Project Specification

Logo Refresh

Content Strategy & Organization

Website Design, Development & Integration Optimization
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Brand Positioning  Full Marketing Support

Symphony For Seniors • Scottsdale, AZ • senior healthcare model
https://symphonyforseniors.com

Challenge Solution

Symphony For Seniors asked us to fix their new WordPress 
site, which, due to the overuse of plugins and javascript 
libraries for its functionality, had become buggy and 
slow.  What we discovered is that they needed a content 
revamp as much as they needed a new site. Their three 
distinct target audiences made this a unique challenge 
to deliver clear messaging. 

We advised on a content overhaul and building a new, 
lightweight Gatsby.js-driven site that loads pages 
instantaneously and does not rely on regular maintenance 
to keep the site secure and bug-free. Symphony uses 
Contentful for its CMS with UserWay Accessibility 
Widget to assist in usability for users with disabilities.  

Design considerations for a senior audience were the 
use of larger fonts, high contrast colors, and clean fonts. 
Plus, a simple navigation with large content blocks of 
information all remaining within a single page so as to 
not confuse the user with heavy navigation.

   Project Specification

Full Brand Development & Content Generation

Website Design, Development & Integration Optimization

Social Media, Google Listing, Print Collateral, and all Marketing Support
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Teton Regional Economic Coalition

Willow Creek Interior Design Group needed a modern 
site to showcase all the beautiful work in their interior 
designportfolio in a clean, simplified user experience.  
With mobile first design, this site is a lovely and inspiring 
experience.  We designed a branding portfolio with a new 
logo, colors, fonts, letterhead, and business cards plus a 
full web development project. Integrations with Instagram 
simplify staff time managing and updating the site.  We 
also continue to help with graphic design needs and 
content updates to aid their busy client schedule.  

https://willowcreekdg.com

Driggs Reed Memorial Airport
The Driggs-Reed Memorial Airport contracted Caldera 
Creative to build its first website. The mobile-first, custom-
designed interface mimics that of the airport’s owner 
(the City of Driggs) and is built with Gatsby.js for speed 
and security. The Prismic CMS allows non-technical staff 
to easily add and edit all content on the site. Notable 
site features include a Meeting Management Solution 
for adding agendas, minutes, embedded live video feed, 
and previous meeting archives. The site also has an online 
form and animated flight paths for noise management. 
Designed with pilots in mind, this site is easy to navigate on 
mobile and tablet devices. 

https://driggsairport.org

Teton Valley Aquatics
The new Teton Valley Aquatics website reduced a sprawling 
site to one condensed and visually pleasing site for the 
growing nonprofit to stage a large upcoming capital 
campaign. The accordion feature on the project page 
allowed a large amount of content to be cleanly delivered 
to users in an organized fashion. The brand is cohesively 
delivered across the website and all marketing materials 
with a fresh, current style to attract donors and supporters 
of their mission.

https://tetonvalleyaquatics.org

Willow Creek Design Group

3 in 1 was no small challenge. TREC, Teton Valley Chamber 
of Commerce, and the Teton Geo Center all needed to 
live under one website that also showcased all the local 
businesses.  We thought outside the box and designed a 
business focused resource for tourists and locals alike.  The 
CRM ensures that staff can easily maintain the numberous 
listings as well as manage public meetings, mintues, events 
calendar, and chamber membership purchase and renewal 
through an online form with payment.  

https://discovertetonvalley.com
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